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EU regulations for plant manufacturers since 14.12.2019 - what you need to know

According to the EU regulations VO (EU) 2017/2313, plant manufacturers and retailers must comply with 
higher labelling requirements and label the smallest trading units with the plant passport since 14 Decem-
ber 2019. The plant passport is used to implement the new EU plant health system. 

Find out now which products are affected and which requirements must be observed with the plant pass-
port.

More transparency due to the plant passport
The plant passport is used to ensure transparency and communication of phytosanitary information in the 
EU internal market. The plant passport is required at all levels from the producer to the retail trade. The 
aim is to reduce the spread of pests or diseases and to ensure traceability in the event of pest infestation. 
A requirement for the use of the plant passport is an application by the operator for registration with the 
competent authority, which is based on the specifications of the respective federal state. 

The new plant health system requires retailers and manufacturers to act on their own responsibility.  
The company concerned carries out a thorough check for controlled pests of the plant. If the requirements 
are complied with, the plant passport is attached to the trading unit. These internal company checks are 
documented by the entrepreneur. A regular check on compliance with the requirements in the companies 
is carried out by the plant protection service. 

Which plants must be marked with the EU plant passport?
The plant passport must be issued for all plants intended for planting and for seeds of certain plant species.  
The identification of plants with the plant passport shall in principle distinguish official seed/plant material 
from other plants, plant products and other objects not subject to the certification procedure. 

Form and indications of the plant passport
There are concrete requirements for the contents of the plant passport, which must comply with the 
specifications of the implementing regulation (EU) 2017/2313. Format and size, on the other hand, allow a 
certain degree of flexibility.
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Indications of the plant passport
The following information should be visible and legible on the plant passport:
• Top left: the EU flag (in colour or black and white print)
• Top right: the name „Plant Passport“ in English and in the national language

The information consists of:
• letter A: botanical name/taxa of the plant species concerned and optionally the name of the variety
• letter B: national registration number of the issuing company
• letter C: Traceability code of the plants, plant products or other objects
• letter D: two-letter code of the Member State where the operator issuing the plant passport is regis-

tered

In case of presentation on the plant passport, the letter must always be followed by the relevant indication. 

The botanical name should describe the commercial unit as concretely and accurately as possible. The use 
of botanical names and taxa (species, genus, family, etc.) is mandatory - the simple use of product names is 
not permitted.

The traceability code is allocated by the company issuing the plant passport. The traceability code and the 
company‘s corresponding record keeping obligations towards the plant protection organisation must make 
it possible to ensure where the goods originate. No traceability code need to be indicated for plants wit-
hout a high plant-health risk and intended for the end user.

The country of origin of the product must be indicated in the form of the two-letter code. If the commodity 
is further processed by major crop steps, the origin of the commodity changes and the country of origin 
indication on the plant passport must be revised. Seeds always retain the country of origin as the country 
of production. If a plant is cultivated (rooting of cuttings, further cultivation from raw material to finished 
product) the origin changes. Inspections of incoming and outgoing goods and storage in one country do not 
lead to a change in the country of origin.

Format and size of the plant passport
To ensure that the plant passport is clearly visible and legible, it should be issued in a standard format. This 
will ensure that the plant passport can be easily distinguished from other information and labels. To impro-
ve the visibility of the plant passport, the information should be highlighted by rectangular or square boxes.

Due to differences in size and characteristics and the different labelling requirements of commercial units, 
the formats and thus the arrangement of the information on the plant passport may vary. The following 
examples are correct in their presentation, other designs may also be correct. The samples do not contain 
any specifications regarding passport size, margin usage, font size or typeface.

Applying the plant passport

Plant Passport | Pflanzenpass

A Echinacea        B DE-BW900001        C AT90205        D NL

Normal complete plant passport with traceability code
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The plant passport must always be applied to the smallest trading unit, e.g. plant pot, package, bundle or 
container. 

Plant passport as a label
The plant passport is an official label which must comply with the following conditions:
• easily identifiable to other labels
• clearly visible application to the goods
• clearly readable

Application to the goods
The plant passport is always attached to the smallest trading unit. This must be homogeneous in terms of 
composition and origin (production takes place on the same holding). 

Replacing a plant passport
If the physical characteristics of the plant change as a result of cultivation, a new plant passport must be 
issued and applied.
For plant passports issued before 14 December 2019, there is a transitional period until 14 December 2023.  
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Plant Passport | Pflanzenpass

A Viola           B DE-HH001753 
       
C         D PL

Normal complete plant passport without traceability code 
(For plants intended for planting, which may be supplied to the end-user)

Plant Passport - PZ

A Castanea        B DE-BW8654322        C OW90219         D DE

Normal complete plant passport for protected zones
(A complete plant passport is required and the relevant protected area pest must be indicated)

Dryocosmus kuriphilus

Plant Passport - PZ

A Castanea        B DE-BW8654322        C OW90219         D DE

Normal complete plant passport for protected zones
(A complete plant passport is required and the relevant protected area pest must be indicated - here in the 
form of an abbreviation)

DRYCKU
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Implement the EU plant passport efficiently and reliably with b+b
In general, there are many ways to implement the plant passport. The choice of the right technology de-
pends, among other things, on the production environment, production speed, product variety, product 
formats and the number of products. In the following we will inform you about possible solutions.

Labels
The plant passport label can be easily applied to the trade unit. Whether blank labels for printing or pre-
fabricated plant passport labels - thanks to our own label production, we offer you the highest quality and 
fast delivery.

Use of label printers and direct printers
By using label printers, the plant passport can be printed directly at the production company. Alternatively, 
the plant passport can be printed directly on the trade unit. As a partner of well-known manufacturers of 
label printers, thermal transfer printers and inkjet printers, b+b offers you the right solution for your requi-
rements - depending on the production speed, the number of products to be labelled and the production 
environment. 

Use of print and apply systems
The use of label printing dispensers is generally possible. The information of the plant passport is printed 
directly on the label and then applied to the product. The new label print dispenser EDS 420i | EDS 620i 
from b+b is suitable for the implementation of the plant passport. It is compact, robust and can be flexibly 
integrated into your production line. 

Use of label design and automation software
With the help of a label software you can design and print your plant passport labels directly. The label soft-
ware Labelsplatform 4 from b+b enables you to easily implement the plant passport.

Use of semi or fully automatic labelling systems
Depending on the product or packaging format different standard systems from b+b can be used. Whether 
top, bottom, side, wrap-around or closure labelling - b+b offers you the right solution. In addition to the 
standard labelling machines b+b also offers corresponding special solutions, tailored to your product and 
packaging formats as well as your requirements.

Traceability by b+b Siteserver
By using the b+b site server, the recording process can be digitalized for the plant protection service and a 
complete traceability of the trading units can be ensured. By means of product labelling and product track-
ing, the paths of the product can be traced and thus a product recall can be carried out more quickly. b+b 
offers you all the required hardware or software components for tracing the plants.

Which technology is the best economic solution for your company?
The question of the right technology to implement the plant passport always requires a differentiated 
assessment of the possibilities and the consideration of your production and requirements. b+b will be 
pleased to help you finding the best economic solution for your company to fulfil your requirements.
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